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Summary:
•

The impact of any Russian military action similar to the 2014 Russia-Ukraine conflict will likely only be felt in very
specific corners of the US HY market.

•

If a more serious conflict materializes, the Energy component of the US HY market is likely to outperform, due to
higher oil and gas prices.

•

Headwinds for US HY could materialize over the medium term, at around 9-18 months – the time frame for higher
energy prices to visibly impact energy-intensive sectors and the revenue streams of the US HY companies more
exposed to European and Emerging Market economies.

Headlines about a potential military incursion of Russia into Ukraine have become increasingly frequent over the
past two months.
Our analysis shows that the correlation between the US CDX HY Index and the Russian sovereign CDS actually
declines steeply during periods of conflict, such as the Crimean annexation in Jan-Mar 2014. More specifically from
0.57 (normal times) to 0.30 (the conflict period).
Reduced correlation indicates that the US HY market, as a whole, is very likely to remain initially immune to any
limited conflict, such as the 2014 Crimean crisis. This is not surprising, considering that the US bond market is
several times larger than Russia’s, and driven by other more pressing concerns, such as monetary and fiscal policy,
and the direction of the Covid pandemic.
For instance, from 1 January 2014 to 14 March 2014, Russian sovereign CDS widened by 68%, but US CDX HY
only widened by 6% over the same period.
Per Figure 1, Russian CDS is now trading at similar levels to that of March 2014, which suggests that a crisis similar
to the Ukraine annexation is already priced in for assets with correlation to Russia.
European assets are likely to be more sensitive to Russia than assets in the US, and emerging markets (of which
Russia is a component) are significantly more vulnerable than the US and Europe.

Source: Concise Capital, Bloomberg
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Whilst we can expect no meaningful impact from a Russia-Ukraine conflict for the US HY market, as long as the
intensity of conflict stays at the level of the 2014 annexation of the Crimea, the outlook may be different if a more
serious confrontation occurs.
Until now, the recent spike in crude oil prices has mostly been written off in the market as a short-term move, of little
long-term significance. In a more intense conflict, the market is likely to price in a longer period of sustained oil and
gas prices and the relevant consequences.
Lower spreads for Energy companies would lead to a meaningful outperformance of the US HY market vs both US
Investment Grade and the overall stock market. Energy is a much larger proportion of the US HY index – 13% of the
benchmark – vs 8% of the IG index and a paltry 3% of the S&P 500.
On the other side, companies with significant reliance on oil and gas inputs would fundamentally suffer, as would
companies with meaningful exposure to Europe, and especially to Emerging Markets. But in our experience, the
High Yield market tends to take an indirect, wait and see approach to these kinds of second round effects. High
Yield investors are unlikely to reprice this kind of exposure across the board in a preemptive manner, and past
custom has been to wait until the impact starts to materialize in quarterly earnings reports. We would estimate around
a 9 to 18 month horizon for this process to play out.
Therefore, in the case of a serious conflict, we are likely to see an initial outperformance of the US HY market, driven
by energy exposure, followed by gradual headwinds as quarterly results materialize from the most negatively
exposed sectors.
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Disclaimer
This material is furnished by Concise Capital Management, LP or affiliates (collectively “Concise”). This material and its contents have
been prepared solely for illustration and discussion purposes and should not be considered as an offer to buy or sell any interests in
the Funds. Any reproduction of this information, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Concise is prohibited. Additional
information is available from Concise upon request. Neither Concise nor its affiliates are acting as your advisor or agent. This material
is not intended to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment decision. An offer can only be made to qualified investors
by means of a private placement memorandum. Please refer to the private placement memorandum, Prospectus, and/or any
supplements for complete details, including information about risk, charges, and expenses. There can be no guarantee that the Fund
will achieve its investment objective. Investment in the Fund involves investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal
amount invested. All market and commercial data in this message are not warranted as to completeness or accuracy.
An investment in a Fund is speculative and may involve substantial investment and other risks described in the relevant Fund Offering
Documents. Such risks may include, without limitation, risk of adverse or unanticipated market developments, interest rate risk, risk
of counterparty or issuer default, and risk of illiquidity. The performance results of any of the Funds can be volatile. No representation
is made that a Fund’s investment objectives will be achieved, that its risk management processes will be successful, or that the Fund
or any investment will make any profit or will not sustain losses. Any investment in a Fund will be subject to applicable advisory fees
and expenses. The Funds’ high fees and expenses may offset their profits. Past performance is no indication of future results. The
Funds have substantial restrictions on investors’ ability to redeem or transfer their interests, and there is no secondary market for the
Fund’s interests.
The information and opinions expressed herein are as of the date appearing in this material only, are not complete, are subject to
change without prior notice, and do not contain material information regarding the Funds, including specific information relating to an
investment in a Fund and important risk disclosures. The descriptions herein of the Funds’ investment objectives or criteria, the
characteristics of their investments, investment processes, or investment strategies and styles may not be fully indicative of any
present or future investments, are not intended to reflect performance, and may be changed in the discretion of Concise. While certain
data contained herein has been prepared from information that Concise believes to be reliable (including data supplied by third
parties), Concise does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of such information.
This document contains certain forward-looking statements and projections. Such statements and projections are subject to a number
of assumptions, risks, and uncertainties that may cause actual results, performance, or achievements to be materially different from
future results, performance, or achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements and projections. Prospective
investors are cautioned not to invest based on these forward-looking statements and projections.
Concise Capital Management, LP is an SEC-registered investment advisor, managing assets for institutions, family offices, and
wealthy individuals. The firm is also a manager of onshore funds, offshore funds, a UCITS fund, and a sub-advisor to mutual funds.
Concise Capital Management, LP was incorporated in March 2004 and is based in Miami, FL.
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